Abstract-Record linkage is the computation of the associations among records of multiple databases. It arises in contexts like the integration of such databases, online interactions and negotiations, and many others. The autonomous entities who wish to carry out the record matching computation are often reluctant to fully share their data. In such a framework where the entities are unwilling to share data with each other, the problem of carrying out the linkage computation without full data exchange has been called private record linkage. Previous private record linkage techniques have made use of a third party. We provide efficient techniques for private record linkage that improve on previous work in that (i) they make no use of a third party; (ii) they achieve much better performance than that of previous schemes in terms of execution time and quality of output (i.e., practically without false negatives and minimal false positives). Our software implementation provides experimental validation of our approach and the above claims.
I. INTRODUCTION §
Record linkage is the process of identifying similar records that represent the same real world entity. The problem of matching records among sources that are autonomous and unwilling to share data is known as private record linkage [3] .
Approximate record matching is difficult, especially when privacy is an additional constraint. There are mainly three approaches adopted for solving this problem. First, the use of cryptographic methods [2] [6] [7] : while it guarantees accurate results with high privacy, it is not practical to be used for large databases and for approximate matching. Second, applying perturbation methods on private information to obscure individual identity [9] : while this approach is cost efficient, it lacks the required accuracy for linking records. Finally, non-cryptographic techniques using an outside thirdparty [4] [5] : it does not require that either side knows the data from the opposing side. However, a third party facilitates the task of linkage without colluding with either party against the other. It has traditionally been assumed that the participants are "honest but curious" in the sense that they do want to compute a correct answer and will follow the protocol's steps. However, while they do not want to reveal their own data to the other party, they can try to figure out the other party's data from their transcript of the protocol's execution (so it is up to the protocol to prevent this).
Our protocol consists of two phases. The main goal of Phase 1 is to produce candidate pairs of records for matching, by carrying out a very fast but not accurate matching between pairs of records. The technique used in Phase 1 is of independent interest, and includes a novel "winnowing" technique for finding a small set of candidate pairs with few false positives and no false negatives. Phase 2 uses a practical privacy-preserving protocol for completing the task of computing the Euclidean distance between each candidate pair; both parties participate in its computations without revealing the original vector representations of their respective records.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A formal definition for the problem is presented in section II. In section III, we describe the protocol steps and the algorithms used. Afterward, we present the experiments conducted to study and evaluate protocol efficiency in section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Record linkage is a process of identifying record pairs across two databases that both correspond to the same realworld entity. The process includes building a Matching Function that takes as input a set of thresholds, and pair of records to classify as match or mismatch according to a predefined decision rule. [8, 1] for surveys of distance functions).
Definition
The problem addressed in this paper can be defined as follows: Let A and B be two parties owning the relations R A and R B respectively. The private record linkage is to build a matching function MF that identifies the matched records between R A and R B and operates in a privacy preserving manner, such that at the end of the process A and B will know only a set of matched records in R A and R B respectively and no information will be revealed about the mismatched records.
III. PROTOCOL
The overall process of the protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2 , to which we will refer as we cover its main stages.
Step 1 in Fig. 2 depicts the transformation of the database records into vectors. This is done using the described protocol in [5] . We henceforth assume that this transformation to numeric vectors has already been done by each party; so our algorithms and protocols deal with numeric vectors.
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A. Computing Likely Linked Pairs
This section describes our scheme for computing pairs of vectors that are likely to be linked, practically without any false negatives and with minimal false positives. In what follows uppercase symbols are vectors, lowercase are scalars.
The m vectors with party A are denoted as V 1 , . . . ,V m , and the n vectors with party B are denoted as W 1 , . . . ,W n . We
The algorithm consists of a first stage that maps each of the vectors to a point in the complex plane, and the second stage computes the close pairs in the complex plane.
Algorithm Likely_Linked
Inputs:
Output: A set P of pairs of indices i, j such that V i and W j are likely to be linked. P includes all vector pairs to be actually linked, and some pairs that will not be linked.
Algorithm steps:
1-For every vector V i , A computes a complex number c(V i ) obtained as follows:
π 2-A and B compute the set P of all pairs i, j such that c(V i ), c(W j ) are closer than a proximity threshold δ; δ is chosen based on both the data and on what is to be considered "close" (a coarse notion of closeness implies a larger choice of δ and a larger number of pairs in P; the experimental work section discusses our choice of δ).
There are two ways of computing P: (i) The parties consider a c(X) to hide enough of the private original record (from which X is derived) that they do not mind sharing c(X) with each other; and (ii) the parties are unwilling to exchange their respective c(X)'s. We assume (i) in what follows because it is the most likely practical scenario (we can accommodate using (ii) but it would require using a 2-dimensional version of the distance protocol we give in the next section, within a cumbersome modification of the algorithm below). Hence we assume, in the following steps of the algorithm for computing P, that A and B have already exchanged their c(V i )'s and c(W i )'s (this is denoted as step 2 in Fig.2) . We use Re(p) to denote the real ("horizontal") component of a complex number p, Im(p) to denote its imaginary ("vertical") component. We use p i as a shorthand for c(V i ), and q i as a shorthand for c(W j ). a) A (B) initializes P A (P B ) to be empty. • p i is still in T A because otherwise it would be farther than δ away from q j ; and
and q j would be farther than δ apart. This means that the query on T A in the above Sub-step 2(c) (using Im(q j ) as search key) does return p i . The above implies that the pair i, j gets put into P A . If p i had been to the right of q j then a similar argument shows that i, j gets put into P B . Therefore, every p i and q j that are within δ from each other results in a pair i, j being put in P A , or in a pair i, j being put in P B . Therefore, all pairs within δ of each other in the complex plane are found.
Efficiency:
The overall time complexity is easily seen to be ) log log ( n n m m t O + + where t is the number of pairs whose distance in the complex plane gets computed, which is close to the number (call it t′) of pairs that end up in P, which is the number of pairs i, j for which the L 2 distance between p i and q j is δ ≤ . Assuming a uniform distribution for the p i s and q i s, it is straightforward to show that t is only a multiplicative factor of 4/π away from the number t′, and therefore it is ) ' (t O .
B. Computing Actually Linked Pairs
Step 4 in Fig. 2 computes the distance between V i and W j for every pair i, j of P produced by the algorithm of the previous section, and decides whether V i and W j are linked based on the computed distance. To compute this distance privately and without using expensive cryptographic operations (like public key encryptions) we present the following protocol.
Scalar Product Protocol
Inputs: A has vector V , B has vector W. The vectors are ddimensional where d > 2. Both have an integer security parameter k.
Output: B learns W · V.

Protocol steps:
1-A generates k-1 linearly independent random vectors V (1) , … , 
where we simplified using the fact that Y j ┴ V (j) .
5-B computes (U' -β'U)/ β , which equals W · V.
Note that B learns only (i) a k-dimensional hyperplane that contains V and that is selected (in Step 1) by A; and (ii) the scalar U (in Step 4). For (i), using a larger k makes it possible for A to increase privacy. Moreover, for a given k, A can choose a relatively innocuous hyperplane to reveal (not all components of a vector are equally private, and our protocol makes it possible to mask the more private ones at the expense of the less private ones). For (ii), the fact that all of the α j s are unknown to B provides the privacy.
In step 3, A knows X j but does not know the scalars β, β' or the vectors Y j , which hide W from A (because B is effectively adding a random vector of B's choice to W for hiding it). Note that without the β'X j then, A could obtain the direction of vector W in space (but not its magnitude) by computing the k scalar products Z j .V (j) = β W.V (j) (their ratios would reveal that direction, as β cancel out).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We performed experiments with the following goals:
• Illustrating the accuracy of the data matching. We analyzed the effect of the likely-linked pairs' computation on data matching in terms of the classical precision and recall metrics.
• Evaluating the performance speed of the protocol and studying the effect of the slab width used in computing the likely-linked pairs. Moreover, the protocol performance is compared with the one described in [5] . We used a real-world dataset represents a British Columbia voters' list containing 34,261 records of voters' names and addresses (http://www.rootsweb.com/~canbc/vote1898). We used only the first and last name fields. The dataset has been partitioned into several pairs of datasets with different sizes to be linked. Also, we managed to identify and control the percentage of similar records between each dataset pair.
A. Accuracy Study
The matching accuracy of the proposed protocol is studied by reporting precision and recall of matched pairs. In this experiment, we link two datasets of size about 1000. In Fig.  2 .a, we illustrate the effectiveness of the likely-linked phase. We report the recall, precision and the percentage of reduction in the number of generated candidates against the slab width. It is noted that high recall values are maintained especially for large slab width and slightly decreases for small slab widths less than 3. This is expected since in the likely-linked phase, the records representation is not accurate and hence, very small slab widths allow for having more false negatives matches. On the other hand, the precision takes very low values. When using small slab width only very similar and exact matched pairs are detected. For slab width between 2 and 3, note the effectiveness in reducing the number of candidates to around 90% for the accurate matching phase, while maintaining high recall above 98%.
The overall protocol's accuracy is depicted in Fig. 2 .b. We used a slab of size 3 and passed the candidates to the accurate matching phase. We reported the overall protocol's recall and precision against the Euclidean distance similarity threshold. For threshold between 2 and 2.5, a significant improvement in the precision is illustrated while maintaining high recall. Consequently, the loss in the matching accuracy due to the records transformation and running our protocol is acceptable.
To conclude, the slab width is the parameter that helps in providing a trade-off between the protocol accuracy and cost. Increasing the slab width guarantees high recall while producing a lot of candidates for Phase 2 and consequently, slow performance, and vice versa.
B. Performance Study
For the performance, we first study the performance sensitivity to the slab width used in the protocol. Second, we compare our protocol performance with the one described in [5] , referred to as Protocol 2, with the advantage that our protocol does not require a third party, while not sacrificing the privacy. Fig. 2 .c shows the protocol execution for different values of slab width. In this experiment, we report the overall time in addition to the time taken by each of the protocol's two phases. It is noted that the execution time increases linearly with the increase in the slab width. This is due to the increase in the number of candidates for Phase 2. It is also noted that likelylinked phase execution time is very small. Increasing the slab width implies an increase in the number of likely-linked pairs and, consequently, an increase in the overall execution time.
We have compared the execution time of our protocol performance with Protocol 2. Protocol 2 performs the private record linkage. It uses the same records to vectors transformation we use, and then the vectors are shipped to a third party to perform the actual records matching based on the Euclidean distance between the vectors.
In Fig. 2.d , we compare the execution time of our protocol to Protocol 2. Several dataset pairs were used in this experiment and we report the execution time using slab of widths 2 and 3. These slab widths were selected for better accuracy as illustrated in Fig 2. a. We also used three different values 4, 8 and 16 for k (tunable privacy parameter). Using the two slab widths, our protocol achieves better performance than Protocol 2 except when slab = 3 and k = 16. This is due to the increase in the number of candidates in addition to more computation for scalar products. Protocol 2 performs n x m record pairs matching using the expensive Euclidean distance evaluation. On the other hand, our protocol uses Phase 1 to quickly reduce the number of required pairs to be matched and divide the efforts among the participants. Moreover, despite the fact that our protocol is based upon computing the same Euclidean distance in a privacy preserving manner, our protocol's total execution time is smaller.
V. CONCLUSION We gave a protocol for private record linkage that outperforms previous work in two ways: (i) it eliminates the need for a third party; and (ii) it is much faster. The techniques we use in achieving the result are of independent interest, in particular our private distance computation protocol that is the first to be fast enough for use in applications involving massive data.
